COMMENTS

RESPONSES

Z-1

Introductory comment noted. Please see responses to specific comments,
below.

Z-2

The EIR evaluated the potential for impacts to aesthetics, noise, air
quality, dark skies, and wildlife, including birds. A representative view
from Seeforever Drive is shown in EIR Figure 2.1-12b. See Response
K-11c and the discussion regarding EIR Figure 2.1-12b regarding
changed visual conditions from isolated residences within San Marcos,
and particularly from Seeforever Drive, as well as Response K-14d. Air
quality impacts are discussed in Subchapter 2.2; where impacts would be
significant, mitigation or Project Design Features would be implemented
that would reduce such impacts. As detailed in EIR Section 2.6, all noise
impacts would be lowered to less than significant levels through design
or mitigation. These design and mitigation elements would be required
as Project Conditions. See Response K-109 regarding lighting and night
skies.
The responses and information cited above, combined with the elevated
location of the commenter’s property leads to a conclusion that the view
would be looking over and beyond a large part of Project development
and residual (i.e., post-mitigation) effects would be less than significant
considering the total view.
Your appreciation of wildlife is understood. The Project site is not
considered a priority area for conservation under the draft North
County MSCP. The draft NCMSCP identifies proposed PAMAs, which
are intended to be the future NCMSCP preserve areas. These future
preserve areas would provide a network of conserved lands to protect
north county’s native plants and animals, including both common species
and rare species. Except for a small area in the southeast corner of the
site associated with the former Harmony Grove Equestrian Facility, the
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Project site does not include habitat areas designated as proposed PAMA
in the draft NCMSCP. The lack of PAMA designation over the site
underscores the site’s history of agriculture use which has disturbed much
of the land, as well as the site’s lack of connectivity to large open space
areas. Mitigation would be provided for Project impacts to biological
resources pursuant to County and Resource Agencies requirements. In
addition, habitat for wildlife would continue to exist on the Project site
following Project development, including a 47.5-acre block of land in
the northwest portion of the site, as well as smaller areas of designated
biological open space. These areas could still be used by owls and other
wildlife.

Z-3

The referenced pond on the Harmony Grove Village project site to the
south of Valiano was created by an unauthorized dam. The regulating
agencies required removal of the dam as part of the project approval
process. The Valiano Project site does currently contain a pond in the
southeastern portion of the site near the location of the former Harmony
Grove Equestrian Facility. The Project does not propose any impacts to
this pond.

Z-4

The Project’s Drainage Study (Appendix M of the Final EIR) analyzes
all on-site runoff for the 100-year storm event, as well as all off-site areas
which drain through the Project site. To prevent increases in flowrates
during the 100-year storm event due to the Project, detention basins are
proposed throughout the Project site, including one in the southwest
corner of Neighborhood 2 adjacent to Mr. Bemanian’s property. These
detention basins would also remove pollutants from storm water through
biofiltration and prevent erosion downstream by detaining flows from
small to medium sized storms.

Z-5

The comment raises fire safety issues with evacuation. This issue is
discussed in Topical Response: Fire/Evacuations. Specifically regarding
Coronado Hills Drive, the Project would not share any of the same
primary evacuation roads.
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Z-6

Regarding the semi-rural designation, see Response G-6. Regarding the
transition of lot sizes, see Response F-3.

Z-7

As described in Subsection 2.3.2.3 of the DEIR, the Proposed Project
includes a number of design considerations to address potential interface
conflicts with off-site agricultural operations, such as security, trespassing
and theft/vandalism. There would be a community fence along the
western boundary of Neighborhood 2 and setbacks in appropriate areas
(including setbacks for lots in Neighborhood 2 located near off-site
agricultural uses along Seeforever Drive). These areas would provide
separation from off-site uses, as well as establishing transitional uses
such as landscaping and private orchards and gardens. It should also
be noted that introducing new homes to a vacant piece of land tends to
increase security and decrease trespassing because the new homeowners
would watch over areas that are currently unguarded. In addition, if a
property owner feels that additional security is needed, they can install
additional fencing on their property in accordance with applicable zoning
regulations.
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